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In the Union Budget 2022-23, the Finance Minister announced the launch of a new Digital Ecosystem for Skilling and Livelihoods, the DESH-Stack eportal. Several
issues continue to plague the existing skilling landscape in the country. Common issues include a lack of skilled labour, a supply and demand mismatch of skilled
personnel, limited training facilities, and a lack of recognition of skills among them. DESH-Stack aims to solve these challenges by bringing together stakeholders in
one digital ecosystem, enabling easier discovery of opportunities and services, and improved verification and credibility through digital skilling credentials of citizens.
Effective mapping of supply and demand can potentially increase the skill level of the workforce, reduce the unemployment rate and enable the assessment of market-
relevant skills.

Overview

DESH-Stack layers
The DESH-Stack, like other stacks developed by the Government, has layers for identification, data collection and storage, and open protocols. The Trust layer consists
of the electronic registries of information on all stakeholders and verifiable digital skilling credentials. A digital credential or digital skilling identity acts as a repository
for an individual's qualifications. The stack offers digital credentials that allow certificates to be awarded and verified in a digitised manner. Electronic registries act as
a single point of access for all information. This enables easy exchange of training and associated services across stakeholders. The Finance layer of the DESH-Stack
leverages the India stack, the payments ecosystem, to deliver financial services through the portal. It supports interactions between financial resource providers,
individuals and organisations to increase accessibility to those in need. The Discovery layer is facilitated through open protocols that increase interoperability and
discovery of services across stakeholders. Platform developers use these protocols to build end-user solutions over the stack. Keeping in mind the need for robust
governance frameworks and safety protocols to ensure safe and effective use of the stack, the Government has set up the National Facilitating Organisations (NFOs).
NFOs are responsible for stakeholder registration and management, policy formulation and dispute resolution for the stack. This is similar to NFOs set up for other
stacks such as National Payments Corporation for UPI, Account aggregators for consent management etc.

Stakeholder use cases
The implementation of DESH-Stack not only solves the general inefficiency of the skilling landscape overall, but also specific challenges faced by certain sections of
society. These include (i) digital credentials and secure recruitment processes through the portals solve for lack of recognition of skills and unreliable employers for
the informal sector; (ii) easier discovery of jobs improve inclusion of the disabled workforce; (iii) access to credentials and achievements of allied health workers helps
consumers in making informed decisions and (iv) access to all jobs on one portal helps in the true assessment of market needs in case of the formal sector.

Role of philanthropic organisations
Philanthropic organisations play a crucial role in catalysing the adoption of the stack by (i) incentivising platform builders to create solutions that cater to the non-profit
sections of society, enabling the development of solutions that create sustainable local livelihoods ecosystem; (ii) supporting local entrepreneurs and migrant returnees
with market linkages, innovative financing such as first loss guarantees; (iii) engaging in policy advocacy and ecosystem building with government and other
stakeholders and (iv) supporting NGOs working in this space by strengthening their ICT infrastructure, developing open-source tools for NGOs and providing onboarding
support on platforms.
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BACKGROUND CONTEXT

• India has emerged as a pioneer in developing and 
deploying digital public goods at scale.

• It was one of the first developing countries to have a 
digital ID initiative for its population scale and has built 
digital payments infrastructure such as the UPI.

• Since the launch of UPI in 2016, the government has 
looked to create similar digital public goods in a host of 
other areas such as digital lending, healthcare, agriculture, 
livelihoods and others.

• This primer aims to provide a basic understanding of the 
government’s DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM FOR SKILLING AND 
LIVELIHOOD (DESH) that aims to be a digital infrastructure 
or stack for the education and skills ecosystem to enable 
easy exchange for skill development, deployment and 
associated supply-chain and enabling services.

• The objective of this primer is to:
• Build a case for DESH-Stack’s applicability in the current 

skilling scenario

• Understand the layers, building blocks and governance 
of the DESH-Stack

• To understand the role philanthropic organisations can 
play in expanding adoption of the stack

During the Budget 2022-23, Nirmala Sitharaman, India’s Finance Minister, announced that a Digital Ecosystem for Skilling and Livelihood 
or DESH-Stack eportal will be launched to empower citizens to skill, reskill or upskill through online training.

“It will also provide API-based trusted skill credentials, payment and discovery layers to find relevant jobs and entrepreneurial 
opportunities,” she said. 
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Lack of skilled labour Skill demand supply mismatch Lack of formally recognised skills

Lack of literate labour Limited training facilities Gender gap in workforce

Only 1 in 5 Indians in the 

labour workforce is skilled (UNDP 
2020)

40% of marginal workers are 

illiterate, while 

30% of main workers are illiterate 

(Census data 2015)

75% of 150 companies 

surveyed report a skill gap in their 
industry (Wheebox 2022)

Current annual training capacity of India 
is 4.3 million, which is 

20% of the industrial requirement of 

22 million skilled workers a year (NSDC 
2014)

390 million individuals have 

acquired skills informally, through self-
learning, on-the-job learning, inherited 
skills or other sources (Centre for 
Monitoring Indian Economy 2019)

Of the 395.2 million labour workforce in 
the country, only 

91.6 million are women 

(Quartz 2019) 
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Key challenge Current gap in the system How will DESH-Stack solve it?

• Broken value chain between employers, trainers and trainees
• Current skill ecosystem is characterised by various 

platforms that exist in silos

• E.g. A person has to separately register on various 
platforms (LinkedIn, Naukri, etc.) to find employment 
opportunities

• Lack of alignment between training curriculum and industry 
requirements (Wheebox 2022)

• Enabling discovery of skill development opportunities 
for candidates

• Discovery of trainers for training organisations
• Enable employers to locate prospective employees and 

vice versa by bringing them on one digital network
• Individuals can discover market relevant skills to 

develop and run a targeted job hunt based on their 
existing skill set

• Paper certificates have various shortcomings:

• Difficult to trust

• Requires human evaluation

• Difficult to access universally

• Requires physical presence of ‘original’ copy

Lack of formally 
recognised skills

• Offering digital skill credentials would provide: 

• Instant, permanent, online and offline verification

• Enable comparisons across candidates at scale

• Abides to set published standards

• Replicable (no original) and electronically 
shareable

Lack of skilled labour 
and supply demand 
mismatch

Limited access to 
skilled training

Exclusion of women, persons with disability and other social 
and economically disadvantaged sections from workforce due 
to limited access to trainings and information on opportunities

• DESH will facilitate inclusivity by providing ease of 
discovery between consumers and providers

Information asymmetry Information asymmetry prevents financial resource providers to 
direct their resources towards those in need

• Support interactions between impact and financial 
capital providers, and aspiring individuals and 
organisations in need of these resources
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Electronic Registries  

Verifiable Credentials 

Open Protocol 

• A single source of truth containing data about 
accredited/authorised agencies, authorised
professionals, training centres, certified 
platforms on the discovery network, and 
other key stakeholders in the ecosystem.

• An electronic standard for data representing 
credentials, allows certificates to be awarded 
in a digital, machine-readable format and 
makes them digitally verifiable.

• Open networks and open protocols for the 
skilling ecosystem enable interoperability 
over a nationwide, decentralised, open, 
secure and inclusive network.

• It brings service providers and users on a 
single open network reducing demand-supply 
gap in training and employment sector.

IMPACT  Components of DESH  

Enable any stakeholder to issue 

verifiable credentials reducing the 

information asymmetry and 

bringing trust in transactions.

Empower individuals to store 

verifiable credentials and act as a 

gateway for them to discover 

opportunities.

Facilitate individuals to discover 

skilling, training and job 

opportunities and employers to 

discover potential candidates.

Allow any stakeholder to be able 

to provide targeted financing for 

upskilling of individuals by using 

India stack.

What is 
DESH?

Process to verify credentials 

A corporation creates a training 
credential for an individual

The aforesaid credential is added to 
the individual’s credential repository 

Individual uses his credential 
repository to apply for a job 

The  employer verifies credentials 
through the DESH-stack eportal

Digital Ecosystem for Skilling and Livelihood (DESH) is envisioned to be a digital infrastructure or stack for the education and skills 
ecosystem to enable frictionless exchange for skill development, deployment and associated supply-chain services.
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Principles guiding 
DESH-Stack’s 

architecture and 
design Platform and network thinking

Allow stakeholders to use, create 
solutions on top and extend them for 
capacity building.

Evolvable and iterative

Allow flexibility in ecosystem 
infrastructure to make changes 
with changing demands and newer 
technologies.

Portability

Design for transferability of data, 
certificates, credentials, documents 
to be based on open standards which 
are critical for portability and reuse.

Scalability

All services, systems processes to 
be designed with the capacity to 
operate at intended scale.

Decentralised and distributed

Allow information sharing between 
semi autonomous entities, IT 
systems and applications.

Interoperable

Ensure interoperability via open APIs 
and open standards so that various 
solutions built by the ecosystem can 
work in a unified manner.

Federation and choice

Design to provide autonomy, choice 
to institutions and users on how to 
join and what to join for.

Inclusive by design 

Design to consider aspects such as 
user’s digital proficiency, language 
barriers, special needs, etc.

Unified not uniform

Ecosystem should be built as a set 
of ‘digital building blocks’ that can be 
leveraged to build diverse solutions.  

Openness

Harness capacity across ecosystems 
by building and reusing open-source 
technologies, algorithms, libraries, 
standards; and share everything built 
as open source.
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DESH network  

End user’s solutions

Impact 

Building blocks Service layer

An application layer built on DESH with non-
repudiable credentials management. 
Multiple players can implement platforms 
based on open standards and specifications.

An innovation layer creating products and 
services for all the stakeholders building on the 
platform and DESH layers.

Platforms 

Marketplace 

• Verifiable and portable credentials for education, skilling, work 
and reputation would enable trust between stakeholders. 

• Easy access to finance and creditworthiness for youth

• Easy discovery of providers such as employers, trainers, and 
consumers such as job seekers, trainees.

• Democratisation of contextual and relevant information 
solving information asymmetry.

TRUST

FINANCE 

DISCOVERY

…that support 
commerce, 

innovation and 
entrepreneurship

in the skill 
ecosystem on the 

Discovery layer

T
h

re
e

 la
ye

re
d
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ra

m
e

w
o

rk
 

Electronic registries 

Verifiable credentials 

Digital payment infrastructure

These layers 
together 

constitute the 
Digital 

Commons…

TRUST

FINANCE

DISCOVERY
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An electronic standard for data representing credentials allows certificates to be awarded in a digital, machine-readable format and makes them digitally verifiable.

Verifiable Data Registry: Helps with the creation and verification of credentials by providing data and schemas (machine-readable format for data) that might be 

required to use verifiable credentials.

Electronic registries for accredited or authorised agencies, authorised professionals, training centres, certified platforms on the discovery network, and other key 
stakeholders in the ecosystem act as a source of truth.

A training institute (Issuer) issues verifiable credentials to an individual 
(Holder).

The above credentials are acquired by the individual and added to the 
individual’s verifiable presentation (digital repository of all credentials).

Individual shares their verifiable presentation with employer, this 
presentation can be digital or physical.

The employer (Verifier) verifies holder’s credentials via the Verifiable 
Data Registry.

Issuer issues 
credentials 

Holder acquires 
credentials which get 
added to the verifiable 

presentation 

Verifier verifies 
credentials 

Verifiable Data Registry 

• To enable any stakeholder to issue verifiable credentials reducing the information asymmetry and bringing trust in transactions
• To enable individuals to store verifiable credentials and act as a gateway for them to discover opportunities.

1

3

4

2

Electronic Registries 

Verifiable Credentials 

1

3

2 4

The verifiable credentials get registered in the Verifiable Data Registry.

5

5

Utility of the 
Trust Layer 
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• To support low-cost interactions and transactions between financial resource providers and organisations or individuals who need these 
resources.

• To provide easy access to finance and credit worthiness to youth and fix the disconnect between these stakeholders.
• To route scholarships and grants via existing payment infrastructure.

Utility of the 
Finance 

Layer 

eRUPI (built-in UPI): 
vouchers for government 
and CSR funding.

Aadhaar Payment Bridge 
System: government-to-person 
(G2P) payments.

Aadhaar Enabled Payment 
System: inclusive payment 
infrastructure using Aadhaar 
authentication. Account Aggregator Framework, Open Credit 

Enablement Network: data and credential-based 
low value, short tenure paperless lending.

Finance Layer

A
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UPI/UPI e-Mandate: one 
time or recurring 
payments.

Most of the infrastructure for the layer is already built and DESH will leverage existing digital payment ecosystems
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• To enable discovery of skill development opportunities for candidates, of trainers for training organisations, and enable employers to locate 
prospective employees and vice versa.

• To empower providers as well as consumers of the ecosystem to transact across the DESH network.

Utility of the 
Discovery 

Layer 

• DESH Open network will be built on open protocols, that enable interoperability over a nationwide, decentralised, open, secure and inclusive network. 
• DESH will adopt the Decentralised Skilling and Education Protocol (DESP) for the Discovery layer.
• DESP is currently being built and is extended on top of a decentralised network protocol, Beckn Protocol, which is also the core for other official government 

initiatives, such as the Unified Health Interface (UH) and the Open Network for Digital Commerce (ONDC).
• Enabling open access across diverse service providers and users can drastically expand demand-supply ecosystems.

DESH Network Actors

Demand side: DESH 
Consumer Platforms: 
National Consumer 
Platforms (NCPs).

Supply side: DESH 
Provider Platforms: 
National Provider 
Platforms (NPPs).

Routing infrastructure: DESH Gateways 
(entities between demand and supply 
sides, connecting NCPs and NPPs).

Skills, jobs, 
providers 
(public or 
private)

Skill seekers 
and skilled 

workers

Platform

Platform

Platform

Platform

Enabled via Open 
Protocol

Unifying DESH ecosystem via open protocol
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Trust Layer 

Open protocolDigital credential Payment ecosystem 

▪ Beckn Protocol is an open-source effort to 
build interoperable open protocol 
specifications as a public good.

▪ Some of its current partners include logistics 
startup Dunzo and B2B e-commerce firm 
ShopX.

▪ Dhiway provides verifiable data exchange 
platform delivering authenticity across 
institutional boundaries.

Data exchange

Open source

▪ Open-source technology that provides 
configurable, customisable, and extendable 
services to creators and developers that want 
to build an education platform.

▪ Affinidi specialises in creating and sharing 
digital identities, credentials and data for 
individuals and organisations.

▪ DESH will leverage the existing digital payments 
ecosystem like Aadhaar Payment Bridge (APB), 
Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS), 
Unified Payment Interface (UPI), eRUPI built-in 
UPI, Account Aggregator (AA), and more.

▪ Certifyme is a SAAS-based start-up that 
provides an end-to-end solution for creating, 
issuing, and managing Digital Credentials.

▪ Truscholar is a blockchain-powered credential 
management platform. These digital credential 
solutions are Institutions that issue tamper-proof 
digital credentials and verify them instantly.

▪ Gyan Batua helps connect Digital Skill Learners 
with opportunities that require digital skills. 
Users gain coins in their skills wallet by 
participating in skills challenges and classes 
on the platform. 

Finance Layer Discovery Layer 
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Main objectives of National 
Facilitating organisation 

(NFO)  

Building 

Network Trust
Ensuring

Network Health
Facilitating

Network Adoption

Network (DESH)
Ecosystem play

Organisation (NFO)
Legal entity

<< Facilitated by 

What will NFO do?

Network Registration

• Participant 
certification 
framework and 
services.

• Discovery registry 
services.

Network
Operations

• Participant grievance 
and dispute resolution 
framework.

• Network health and 
performance 
monitoring framework.

Network 
Policy

• Network policy 
management: 
identification, 
evaluation and 
implementation.

Participant Management

• Participant 
registration services.

• Participant 
registration policy, 
procedure formulation 
and management.

Network Governance 
Board

• Participant network 
agreement.

• Governance board 
and electoral 
process, design and 
management.

Network Digital 
Commons

• Digital Commons 
adoption.

• Open community 
engagement.

Other similar NFOs that have 
been set up for stacks include:
• National Payments 

Corporation for India for UPI 
India stack.

• Account aggregators like 
Sahamati for Consent 
Manager.

• CredAll for OCEN i.e. digital 
lending.
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Government Platforms
As an entry point to the 

ecosystem (such as Skill 
India, Unnati, e-Shram and 

National Career Service).

Industry
As an employer, skill 
development provider and to 
give opportunities for 
entrepreneurship.

Private Platforms
As an entry point to the 
ecosystem (e.g., Naukri, 
Udemy, Byju’s, Urban 
Company, etc.).

Trainers and Educators
As trainers, mentors and 

content providers through the 
platform of choice. 

Financial Institutions
As financial resource 

providers through 
scholarships, loans, etc. 

Learners
As absorbers of trainings, 
education and content in the 
ecosystem through the app 
of choice.

Stakeholders
in the 
DESH 

Ecosystem
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Current upskilling and livelihood processes DESH-Stack’s envisioned processv/s

Individuals get access to a larger number of training courses on a single platform 
as DESH will bring a large number of training institutes into one digital network. 

Once an individual completes a course from a certain institute, the institute 
will transfer their new credential to the individual’s digital skill repository. 

Individual would be free to share this repository with employers.

The individual has to register on multiple platforms to 
access courses offered by different institutes.

Once the individual completes the course, they get a 
paper certificate.

The individual has to present the original paper certificate to the 
employers.

The individual has to register on multiple platforms to apply for jobs 
in different organisations.

The individual has to share their credentials in the form of a resume. 

Individuals would be able to apply for relevant jobs in different organisations remotely 
via a single platform. DESH will bring different applications to one digital network.  

Employers will compare a large number of candidates digitally on a scale in a time-
bound manner since their credentials would be available in a standard machine-
readable format.

Employers will verify the credentials of prospective employees digitally, saving time 
and bringing trust in transactions.

Individuals will have the option to share their credentials with the employers in a 
digital form (verifiable representation) or physical form (print of verifiable 
representation).

Employers manually compare these resumes which makes the 
process time-consuming and human capital intensive.

Employers verify credentials by asking for physical skill certificates 
and contacting respective training institutes or organisations for 
verification.

Job Application

Skill Training
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The traditional system prevents construction workers from getting formal training and consequently, good work opportunities. DESH’s 
skill training and its verifiable credentials would lend credibility to worker’s performance and improve job prospects.

Workers receive lower wages compared to their 
skilled counterparts. 

Verifiable credentials would give them an edge and enable 
these workers to get better wages.

Most workers get trained by the traditional 
master craftsmen, this informal training is not 
recognised.

Enable workers to get skill credentials for their on-the-job 
experience or training by traditional master craftsmen.

Workers depend on contractors for getting work 
and get exploited due to this dependence.

Workers will be able to connect with formal employers on 
DESH network-enabled applications, this will reduce their 
dependence on contractors.

Workers are excluded from formal registration by 
the contractors for personal gains, losing social 
security benefits.

Workers would receive social security benefits and 
eligibility for government schemes once they get 
employed. 

The absence of quality re-skilling or up-skilling 
opportunities stagnates growth of workers. 

DESH-Stack would connect workers with qualified trainers 
for re-skilling and up-skilling.

1

Current Problems DESH-Stack Solutions

2

3

4

5
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Lack of practical and market-relevant courses in college curriculums 
often cause a mismatch between the things coders learn in a classroom 
and what they are actually required to do in a job or while freelancing.

Despite all the shortcomings of a regular degree, individuals prefer it 
over vocational courses, even though the latter helps them build job-
oriented competencies. Among other things, it is primarily because a 
degree is more valued in the market than a certificate.

Industry exposure and interactions are crucial for making students 
professional coders and are often missing in their educational journeys. 
It is also a way for coders to gauge the industry demand and develop a 
professional niche. Lack of institute-industry interface often translates to 
low performance, placements and compensation.

DESH will engage with educational institutions from the start to 
build a holistic curriculum and teach market-relevant skills, which 
would come in handy for coders venturing into the job market.

Verifiable credentials would lead to developing trust in such skill 
development programmes. Also, since the overall curriculum 
would be decided by the National Skill Development Corporation 
(NSDC), it would be wholesome.

DESH would provide full industry exposure giving proper 
recognition to industrial linkages.

4

1

3

Coding languages that are taught in traditional education institutions do 
not keep up with changing industry trends, leading to students gaining 
industry-redundant skills (Wheebox 2022).

With DESH, students or professionals can discover the most useful 
skills of the time as well as the avenues to develop those skills 
from – outside their schools and colleges.

2

The traditional education and training system has a huge disconnect with industry skill requirements and trends. DESH can help coders 
discover skill trainers, employers and clients directly.

Current Problems DESH-Stack Solutions
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Currently, people with disabilities are likely to face discrimination during skill-building and job-seeking processes, as well as in the 
workplace. DESH can help them find training modules and build their competitive skills, helping them to find valuable employment
opportunities.

Current Problems DESH-Stack Solutions

1

3

2

The skills of the specially-abled are not fully recognised due to a
lack of trust and reliability, and the general societal outlook. They 
often face differential treatment in the job-seeking process.

Training programmes, especially the ones on the job, need to be 
specially designed to suit the need of the individual and the 
organisation, such as a braille system for the blind. There are few 
efforts being made toward this.

In most cases, such people draw lesser pay than 
their counterparts without disabilities. It is often assumed that 
they usually operate at a lower efficiency than the latter.

Companies do not usually consider them as an active workforce 
due to their supposed lack of reliability. These factors together 
mean there is a biased treatment in job markets and 
organisations.

Some organisations such as Blisscare and Unnati provide them 
with requisite vocational and technical training. DESH would help in 
the discovery of such organisations by providing such information 
on a platform easily accessible to both job seekers and providers.

Verifiable credentials would speak for their performance and instil 
employers’ trust and confidence in them.

DESH matches the skillset imparted to individuals against set 
standards and provides certifications for the same, thereby 
validating them. This would enable better pay, as they would match 
the existing talent and build market-competitive skill sets.4
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Migrant workers are frequently exploited by unlicensed employers and intermediaries in the current job process. 
Most informal sector workers live in substandard conditions and earn below the minimum wage. DESH eliminates discrimination by 
offering credible jobs through the platform at decent wages.

Deceptive practices, such as obtaining money in exchange 
for non-existent jobs abroad, false contracts of employment 
and fake travel tickets are widespread in the recruitment 
stages for migrant workers (ILO 2020).

Lack of labour migration governance, and insufficient 
inspection and enforcement regimes are resulting in a 
higher number of illegal or unlicensed recruiters (ILO 2020).

Migrant workers in almost all informal sectors live in poor 
conditions. They often lack provision of safe drinking water 
facilities; the sanitary conditions are unhygienic and most 
live in open spaces or make-shift shelters (ILO 2020).

Workers owe huge debts to the agents, who supposedly 
‘help’ them get jobs, and employers, as they cannot access 
formal credit. 

Consolidation of job offerings on the platform along with due 
diligence on employers.

DESH-Stack will provide for:
▪ Support in the recognition of their skills and qualifications in 

the local labour market.
▪ Substitute informal intermediaries in job offerings.

▪ Workers would receive social security benefits and eligibility 
for government schemes once they get employed.

▪ NGOs and social sector players could reach migrant workers 
in need, to help them with relocation and better living 
standards.

▪ Workers could reach out to institutional banks and financial 
agencies.

4

1

2

4

Current Problems DESH-Stack Solutions
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The DESH-Stack enables the recognition of quality allied health professionals (AHPs), which in the current model is based mostly on 
word-of-mouth.

Current Problems DESH-Stack Solutions

2

3

1
Poor quality training providers are imparting key skills to 
AHPs.

There is no model to enable effective accreditation of the 
skills and quality of these professionals. Hence, there is a 
lack of players who offer opportunities based on quality.

Consumers’ choice of AHPs is currently based on word of 
mouth or other such indicators.

• Work experiences and responsibilities of AHPs are recorded 
in DESH.

• Private online platforms can enable the discovery of AHPs 
based on credentials.

Trained AHPs are accredited and their accreditation is published 
in DESH.

Consumers can trust the validity of accreditation through an 
open platform.
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Foster innovation among builders
Support local and inclusive business 

models
Policy advocacy and ecosystem building Capacity building of NGOs

What can funders do to increase adoption of technology stacks

• Fund incubators provide capital 
to innovators to develop low-
cost and large-scale end-user 
solutions.

• Organise innovation 
competitions that reward new 
approaches for serving poorer 
customers with funding to build 
and grow more inclusive 
products.

• Support local innovations through 
market linkages, incubation or 
mentorship in local ecosystems, 
or grants.

• Risk-sharing mechanisms such as 
first-loss guarantees, incentivise 
lenders to enter markets 
perceived to be of higher risk.

• Support central and state governments 
with technical assistance and 
programme design, and set up national 
standards for data privacy.

• Collaborate with relevant private sector 
industries to create win-win outcomes.

• Build inclusive schemes with the 
government based on evidence of 
these solutions.

• Strengthen ICT infrastructure and 
know-how among NGOs to enable 
them to participate in digital public 
goods.

• Promote the use of open-source 
technologies for NGOs to develop 
low-cost applications.

• Build toolkits for technology 
adoption in NGOs.

• Foster innovation of skilling 
products that cater to the local 
rural economy to sustain the 
local livelihood ecosystem. This 
could solve for increased 
domestic migration within the 
country.

• Incentivise private sectors to 
produce solutions for the non-
profitable sections.

• Build strategies for returning 
migrants to secure decent jobs 
back home or enable them to start 
successful businesses with 
support in market linkages.

• Invest in innovative financing 
mechanisms to support skilled 
trainers in their entrepreneurial 
ventures and students in need of 
financial aid.

• Along with the Government, funders 
could execute and influence better 
safety net and social protection 
programmes.

• Promote new-age jobs like green jobs 
and skilling with the support of the 
government and private industries. 
Funders can incentivise green 
entrepreneurs, and work with 
industries for placements.

• Support NGOs in adopting the 
platform and act as further nodes 
to increase adoption.

• Trained NGOs can work with trade 
unions, community youth groups 
and other such community 
organisations to increase 
adoption of the stack among 
users.

Applying these to DESH-Stack
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